Case study - Superfast Cornwall.

BT Advise shows environmental
benefits of superfast broadband.

It’s one thing to say superfast broadband injects fresh life into the economies of places far from the booming
capital; quite another to prove it. And harder still to show how the resulting stimulus also brings real
sustainability benefits.
The BT Net Good programme finds new ways to assess sustainability and help customers cut emissions.
Superfast Cornwall benefited from an unprecedented EU investment1 in broadband as a flagship project for
its 2020 growth strategy. So BT was the natural choice to put the programme’s green credentials to the test.

Superfast broadband has already benefited the Cornish economy by nearly
£200 million. That will increase to £250 million by 2016. It’s a magnificent
illustration of the power of communications helping Cornwall flourish
economically while staying clean and green for many years to come.
Dr Ranulf Scarbrough
BT Programme Director
Superfast Cornwall
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It was the largest such EU investment at the time the project started.
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The cumulative effect showed a potential level
of carbon abatement 25-times higher than the
network produces.

BT calculates a carbon saving
25-times higher than new regional
broadband fibre network’s footprint.

Hard times behind the seaside idyll.
To the excited holidaymaker, Cornwall seems like heaven. Yet
postcards of sun, sand and sea hide a harsher truth: last year
the region was declared Britain’s weakest economic area.
Superfast Cornwall is funded by the EU, BT and Cornwall
Council. And it has been the model adopted by Broadband
Delivery UK – an arm of the Department of Culture, Media
and Sport – with £1 billion-plus to spend on mobile and
broadband infrastructure.
Originally aiming to bring fibre to 80 per cent of homes
and businesses, the project is now targeting 99 per cent
of Cornwall and the Scilly Isles at 30Mpbs by 2020 with
a brief to protect the region’s valuable natural assets: its
sandy beaches, fresh air, rugged cliffs and rocky shores.
The environment, in a word.
Nigel Ashcroft, Director, Superfast Cornwall at the Cornwall
Development Company, says: “A year ago, we had about half
the fibre-to-the-premises rolled out in the whole of the UK.
Cornwall is probably one of the best places in the country to
base a business today. And now BT has shown there’s a huge
potential gain to the environment too.”

Starting to study the long-term impact.
BT installed over 700 fibre-to-the-cabinet (FTTC) roadside
connections and extensive fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP)
connections to create the physical Superfast Cornwall
infrastructure, along with new equipment at its exchanges.
Environmental monitoring was always designed as an intrinsic
theme within the programme.
The BT team hoped to capture customer energy consumption
and emissions to gauge carbon abatement. When
participation by home and business customers turned out
too low to provide the data required, the team turned to the

Graham Seabrook
Sustainability Expert
BT Advise

BT Net Good framework. Validated by the Carbon Trust, that
aims to help BT customers cut emissions by at least three
times the end-to-end carbon impact of BT’s own business
by 2020.

In the footsteps of realistic
carbon estimation.
A BT Advise professional services team at first intended to
gather baseline user data via an online calculator called the
Green Gauge. A smartphone app, with carbon diaries to get
a clearer picture of travel patterns, was also designed.
Graham Seabrook, a BT Advise sustainability expert, says:
“These are innovative pointers for future research but, in the
event, low participation meant we had to use tested methods
from the Net Good model.”
The next step was to work out the network’s carbon
footprint, including customer premises equipment, network
service platforms, operational activities, service wrap and
non-ICT infrastructure. This would be revisited annually
for adjustment.
The BT team was on well-trodden ground in calculating the
carbon footprint. After reviewing all carbon sources, the
report came up with an estimated emissions total of 31,248
tonnes of CO2 from 2011 to 2020. This included planning
and building, connecting customers, and operating the
network. Operational emissions made up 21,043 tonnes,
or about two-thirds of the total.
The report drew on other research, including a study of fifty
Cornish businesses showing that almost half felt their travel
needs had reduced as a result of using more sophisticated
internet apps. Other research initiatives showed how fibre
broadband is an enabler to better understand and reduce
energy usage.
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Thanks to Superfast Cornwall there will be
less traffic, less pollution, and less packaging
and waste.
Dr Ranulf Scarbrough
BT Programme Director
Superfast Cornwall

Where the carbon savings will
come from.
BT considered five key areas where carbon savings can be
expected. These included reduced business and consumer
travel through telecommuting, e-commerce, and cloud
services in place of servers at customer premises.
Graham Seabrook confirms: “The cumulative effect showed
a potential level of carbon abatement 25-times higher than
the network produces.”

Assuming average carbon emissions for the electricity used
to power the network, and based on the adoption rates so
far seen in Cornwall, the carbon saving estimated by BT is
581,146 tonnes over the same nine-year period from 2011
to 2020. This equates to an estimated annual saving per
subscriber of no less than one tonne of CO2 yearly.
Dr Ranulf Scarbrough, BT Programme Director for Superfast
Cornwall, concludes: “Thanks to Superfast Cornwall there will
be less traffic, less pollution, and less packaging and waste.”

Core services.
• BT Advise professional services team using the BT Net
Good methodology
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